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Site determination of positive muons in Pr single crystal
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Abstract

Pr, with a dhcp crystal structure, possesses a strongly anisotropic bulk magnetic susceptibility x. The temperature dependencies of xi

(applied magnetic field H parallel to c axis) and x (field perpendicular to c axis) are quite different; they can be described by twoext '

distinct Curie–Weiss forms at high temperature. Transverse-field (TF) mSR measurements have been performed in a single-crystal Pr
sample. In the studied temperature range (1.8 # T # 300 K), depending on the crystal orientation in H , a single frequency precessionext

signal is obtained, from which the two principal Knight-shift (K ) components can be determined. For H 'c a linear scaling betweenm ext

K and x is found for the entire T range. For H ic a linear scaling is only observed above 50 K. From these K vs. x relations the axial%' &m ext m

D 1dipolar-coupling tensor A is deduced. Candidates for hosting the m in Pr are e sites and f sites (Wyckoff notation) of the P6 /mmc3

crystal structure. For both sites we have calculated the dipolar-coupling tensor, and found an agreement with the measurements only for
the f sites (octahedral interstices). Thus it appears that the muon resides at f sites.  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction 2. Muon Knight shift

We have implanted positive muons in a Pr single crystal TF measurements have been performed in two ex-
and performed mSR spectroscopy. In the present report we perimental set-ups: ‘Strobo’ and ‘GPD’, Fig. 2. In Strobo

1discuss the m Knight shift obtained from transverse-field the crystal orientation can be modified by rotating the
(TF) measurements.

Pr, with a dhcp crystal structure, possesses a strongly
anisotropic bulk magnetic susceptibility x. The tempera-
ture dependencies of x (applied magnetic field Hi ext

parallel to c axis) and x (field perpendicular to c axis) are'

quite different; they have been measured for material cut
1from our specimen, Fig. 1 . At the higher temperatures the

two x components can be described by a Curie–Weiss law,
i.e. above 30 K for x , with the paramagnetic Curie'

temperature Q 5 11.8 K, and only above 50 K for x ,' i

with a negative Q of 2 28.4 K.i

We used a single-crystal Pr sample of nearly cylindrical
shape, diameter | 9 mm and length 30 mm, with its [110]
direction parallel to the cylinder axis.

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 141-56-310-3225; fax: 141-56-310-
4362.

E-mail address: fredy.gygax@psi.ch (F.N. Gygax). Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the inverse bulk magnetic suscep-
1We are grateful to G.J. Niewenhuys (Leiden) for help and equipment tibility measured in the Pr single crystal; 3 for for H ic, 1 forext

which allowed to determine the magnetic susceptibility of the sample. H 'c. The straight lines are Curie–Weiss relations.ext
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the geometries used for the Knight-shift measurements, indicating also the position of the forward-decay detector. (a) Strobo set-up,
with possibility to rotate the sample to change the orientation angle Q of the crystal c axis in the field, 0 # Q # 1808. (b) GPD set-up, with fixed crystal
orientation, Q 5 908.

sample around its [110] direction, perpendicular to H . Lorentz-field correction, have to be applied. From the twoext

This allows a full scan of the angle Q between crystal c measurements with H 'c, first with the sample cylinderext

axis and H , thus including H ic as well as H 'c, i.e. transverse to the field, then with the cylinder longitudinal,ext ext ext

H in the crystal basal plane. For the full studied along the field, the difference of the effective demagnetiza-ext

temperature range (1.8 # T # 300 K) and for all crystal tion factors N 2 N (T for transverse and L for longi-T L

orientations a single frequency mSR signal, stemming from tudinal) is obtained. With this value and the demagnetiza-
the sample, is observed – in addition to a set-up dependent tion factors for cylindrical samples calculated by Akishin
(but basically constant) background signal, stemming from and Gaganov [1] the effective sample parameters, hence
the cryogenic sample environment.

The sample signal was well fitted, either with an
exponential relaxation function, or even better, specially at
lower temperatures, with a Gaussian relaxation function
(with identical result in terms of the determined fre-
quency). These signals have been measured in three
geometries: the cylinder axis of the sample transverse to
the field as in Fig. 2(a), (i) with the applied field H 'c,ext

and (ii) with H ic, and (iii) the cylinder axis longitudinalext

in the field, with H 'c, as in Fig. 2(b).ext

To determine the Knight shift K starting from the rawm

mSR frequency shifts obtained in the TF measurements, a
demagnetization-field correction, together with the

1Fig. 4. m Knight shift represented versus bulk susceptibility (Clogston–
1Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the two m Knight-shift components, Jaccarino plots); (a) magnetic field perpendicular to the crystal c axis, (b)

five measurement series. Circles and diamonds for H ic, stars and 1 magnetic field parallel to the c axis. Notice the scale difference: the innerext

marks for H 'c. For the insert the axes are logarithmic. rectangle of both graphs frames the same x 3 K domain.ext m
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the effective N and N demagnetization factors, areT L

determined. After application of the combined demag-
netization-field and Lorentz-field correction, five K (T )-m

measurement series are obtained: at 0.33 T, 0.40 T and
0.63 T with H 'c, and at 0.33 T and 0.63 T with H ic.ext ext

The five dependencies are shown in Fig. 3; the repro-
ducibility of K (T ) and K (T ), obtained under quitem' mi

different experimental conditions, is very good. In addition
we have measured K (T ) at a much lower field, 20 mT.m

Also these values do not present any deviation from the
results obtained between 0.33 and 0.63 T. As usual, the
Knight-shift measurement at low field are less precise, thus
the 20 mT data do not contribute to the ultimate average.

Fig. 4 shows the two Knight-shift components repre-
sented versus the respective bulk susceptibility compo-
nents, with the temperature as implicit parameter. For
H 'c a linear scaling is seen over the entire studiedext

temperature range T $ 1.8 K, with a slope DK /Dx 5m
210.158(2) mole emu . For H ic a linear scaling is onlyext

observed above 50 K, with DK /Dx 5 0.135(4)m
21mole emu . Interestingly, the pronounced departure of

K (x ) from the linear behavior observed at high tempera-mi i

ture happens for T # 50 K, where also x deviates from ai

Curie–Weiss law.

13. Determination of m site

Fig. 5. Unit cell of the dhcp Pr crystal, containing two atoms in a sites,In the elementary cell of the dhcp P6 /mmc structure of3 1 1 3
] ] ]with z 5 0 and , and two atoms at c sites, with z 5 and . Candidates2 4 4˚ ˚Pr (a ¯ 3.67 A, c ¯ 11.83 A), two of the four atoms 1for m locations are the tetrahedral 4e sites, e.g. (0,0,z) (small light

1 2occupy the a position (Wyckoff notation), (0,0,0) and ] ]spheres), and the octahedral 4f sites, e.g. ( , ,z) (small grey spheres).3 3
1 1 2 1
] ] ] ](0,0, ), and the two other the c positions, ( , , ) and2 3 3 4

12 1 3
] ] ]( , , ) – Fig. 5. Candidates for hosting the m are the 4e3 3 4

1 2 above are the non-zero components of the local field tensor] ]positions, e.g. (0,0,z), and the 4f positions, e.g. ( , ,z).3 3 1at the m site (for this purpose the coefficients have to beThe e and f sites have axial symmetry.
%' &% %' &%

21 L DIn that case the Knight shift will take the form [2]: converted from mole emu into kG/m ): A 5 A 1B
%'& %'&

D LK (T ) 5 (A 1 A )x (T ) (1)mi c cc i A E, where E is the unit tensor. Thus one has A 5c aa

L LA 5 0.882(112) kG/m , and A 5 0.754(234) kG/m .and bb B cc B%' &%

D1 Considering that Tr(A )50, one obtains in our caseD D]K (T ) 5 (A 1 A )x (T ) 5 (A 2 A )x (T ). (2)m' c aa ' c cc '2
0.043(12) 0 0

D
DA is the contact hyperfine-field coupling constant, A andc aa 0 0.043(12) 0A 5 kG/m .BD 1 2A the components of the dipolar-coupling tensorcc 0 0 2 0.086(24)

DA 0 0aa For comparison we have calculated the dipolar-coupling%' &%
DDD tensor for the e and f sites. Fig. 6 shows the A0 A 0A 5 . aaaa1 2D components as functions of the z positions for the two site0 0 A cc Dtypes, together with the A values determined experimen-aa

1
x and x are the components of the axially symmetric tally. The possible m sites are tetrahedral (T) intersticesi ' %' %&

for the e positions and octahedral (O) interstices for the fatsusceptibility tensor x , here susceptibility per atom,
%' %& positions. Tetrahedron and octahedron are nearly regular,

atassumed to be given by the bulk susceptibility: x 5 the edges differ by less than 1%. For the e site at the center
%' %%&

of the tetrahedron, with, e.g. z 5 0.1896 (distance to themole
%' &%x /N , where N is Avogadro’s number.A A

D˚The determined scaling coefficients DK /Dx quoted nearest Pr atom: 2.24 A), one has A 5 0. The measuredm
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muons at f sites no drastic broadening (e.g. due to crystal
imperfections) will prevent or complicate the determination%' &%

Dof the dipolar-coupling tensor – and in fact the A
components have been determined readily from the mea-
surements. %' &%

DFor the calculation of A we assumed no crystal
1relaxation around the m . A lattice distortion (usually a

fairly isotropic displacement of the nearest atoms sur-
rounding the muon, changing the distance muon–atom by
a few percents) results in a small reduction of the average

1local magnetic fields at the m site and/or of the related
dipolar-coupling tensor components. This would not imply
a fundamentally different situation from the undisturbed
case when comparing calculations to measurements.

Not much is known about H in Pr in the solid-solution a

phase, a-PrH [3]. Particularly, we could not find anyx

mention of the H (or D) location. For most other rare-earth
elements, which to the contrary of Pr crystallize in the

Fig. 6. Pr single crystal, dhcp structure. Calculated dipolar-coupling simple hcp structure, H is located at T sites [3]. The same
D 1tensor components A as functions of the z positions of the f site,aa is valid for the m – in the case of Sc, moreover, a fast

1 2
] ] 1( , ,z), solid line, and the e site, (0,0,z), dashed line. f sites at the center3 3 local m hopping between adjacent T sites is observed [4].

of octahedral interstices are marked by s, e sites at the center of
From the present observations it appears that the muontetrahedral interstices by y. The band between the dotted horizontal lines

D resides at f sites in Pr.indicates the measured A value with its error.aa

ReferencesDA value is close, but clearly not compatible with zero.aa
1The m would have to be | 0.9% farther away from the
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